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A B S T R A C T

Online sales have been growing rapidly in recent years. With the growing competition, online retailers have
been keen to increase the effectiveness of their e-commerce platforms by providing a more personalised
experience and increasing the "conversion rate" (i.e. the proportion of visits ending in sales). The early
identification of those customers who are likely to buy items could significantly improve the "conversion rate".
In this paper, we present a novel framework of early purchase prediction in online sessions for registered and
unregistered consumers as soon as they land on an e-commerce platform. Also, the paper provides extensive
analysis of the performance of different data mining models using the proposed framework. Computational
experiments on real-world datasets show that the proposed framework produces good results when appropriate
session features are selected in the data mining model training stage, even when no products are browsed
during the session. Contextual features without navigational data in the sessions can be used for early detection.
When users arrive at the e-commerce platform, before any item interaction, we are able to predict which
sessions will result in purchases early, with a high accuracy of 90.2 %. When we combine users’ past number
of visits and purchase data, the performance has an even a higher accuracy of 95.6 %. The findings in this paper
provide an understanding of context features and users’ loyalty related features that can help online shops’
marketing strategies as well as delivering a better user experience through personalised offers and discounts
based on users’ early purchase predictions.
1. Introduction

In digital marketing, using consumers’ behavioural data has be-
come increasingly important to understand consumers’ preferences and
needs. These data pertain to session logs in the e-commerce plat-
form, including the products browsed, purchased or added to the
cart. Analysing consumers’ online behaviour through the use of data
mining models can help in the smarter targeting of advertisements and
discounts (Mokryn et al., 2019). These models can predict consumers’
purchase intention, which can be used for product recommendation
and product pricing strategies (Gupta & Pathak, 2014; Jannach &
Jugovac, 2019; Mokryn et al., 2019; Ricci et al., 2015). Furthermore,
the focus of current marketing strategies is shifting from product sales
to customer relationships (Hallikainen et al., 2020). This is because
marketers are increasingly aiming for long-lasting relationships, i.e. not
just for one-time revenue. As a result, understanding the needs and
preferences of customers after analysing their behavioural data has
been identified as playing a significant role when pursuing effective
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1 https://www.namogoo.com/blog/consumer-behavior-psychology/customer-purchase-intention/.

marketing strategies (Anshari et al., 2019). Regarding which, offering
the right product recommendations and promotions can engender a
significant change in customer buying behaviour (Hsu et al., 2017;
Kumar & Gupta, 2016). Moreover, knowledge of consumer behaviour
allows online marketers to use data mining tools in ads and sales. In
sum, knowledge of consumer behaviour and personalised advertising
are, therefore, seen as the future of digital marketing (Boerman et al.,
2017).

Recommender systems and purchase prediction are widely used
methods for content personalisation as these can help greatly in pro-
viding the most relevant products through understanding consumers’
preferences (Jannach & Jugovac, 2019). Recently, session-based assess-
ment of behaviour (Jannach & Ludewig, 2017; Jannach et al., 2017) has
gained popularity, where this enables e-commerce platforms to provide
recommendations based on available users’ data from the session. Many
factors (called contextual factors) may play a role in the recommen-
dations made, such as the time of day, day of the week, product
vailable online 25 April 2022
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category, price, location, etc. Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2011). It has
been proven in Esmeli et al. (2019) and Zhou and Han (2019) that
considering these factors helps to filter relevant products that fit with
user preferences. A content personalisation company1 has stated that:

Understanding the customers’ purchase intention from the begin-
ning of their visit to the e-commerce platform is the key to a
successful personalisation strategy as each customer has individual
behaviours and triggers.

Therefore, advanced artificial intelligence-based methods could be
powerful tools for understanding purchase intention by analysing data
that defines the customer even before they interact with any product.

Purchase intention prediction is one of the focal areas for re-
searchers aimed at determining whether there will be purchase during
a session (Martínez et al., 2020). Most current studies on this matter
have used consumer behaviour data in the e-commerce session after
the end of the session (Martínez et al., 2020; Mokryn et al., 2019;
Zeng et al., 2019) or after product browsing has started (Esmeli et al.,
2020; Sakar et al., 2019). Whilst the importance of personalised content
and advertising has been addressed in the literature (Anshari et al.,
2019; Hsu et al., 2017; Kumar & Gupta, 2016), identifying consumer
purchase intentions after the end of sessions (after leaving the platform)
or waiting for the first product interaction fails to take advantage of
available consumers’ contextual factors data. There has been a lack
of studies in the literature analysing the use of data mining (DM)
models for early purchase prediction using just consumers’ contextual
factors, which could have resulted in a lower conversion of visitors
to shoppers than were such data available. Visitors’ contextual factors
can be utilised for consumers’ purchase intention prediction early so as
to enable the identification of the right price strategy and delivering
product recommendations, which would improve the personalising of
the content from the beginning of a consumer’s visit, without any
product interaction. For example, in a hotel booking platform (Book-
ing.com) for mobile users, some of the venues have been offering an
extra discount on the price (Fig. 1), which may influence consumers’
purchase decision. Moreover, travellers who booked a certain number
of times using Booking.com can receive 10% discounts on their next
bookings from the platform, which may encourage people to use the
company for their next destination. This strategy could be applied
to other e-commerce platforms by taking into account the number
of users’ visits and purchase information. Specifically, DM models
could be utilised to identify their purchase decision early when they
land on e-commerce platforms, with further discounts and offers on
products being applied to convince them to purchase, thereby entailing
a win–win strategy.

Also, as said in one a report by Deloitte,23 which provides audit,
consulting, financial advisory, risk advisory, tax, and legal services,
with approximately 334,800 professionals globally:

If you are not proactively supporting consumers along their decision-
making journey, you could be hindering your brand and actively
helping your competitors.

In the same report it is stated that consumers’ purchase journey starts
with considering the sets where consumers are evaluating the prod-
ucts according to different aspects, including price and their qualities,
followed by engagement with opportunities. In this step, users can
be influenced by information, advertising and marketing offers. Our
proposed framework can help greatly at this stage both marketers, by
taking advantage of the DM model based price and offer strategies and
consumers by receiving offers and discounts on the products. In Han-
nak et al. (2014), a study about measuring price discrimination and

2 https://www2.deloitte.com.
3 https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/CMO/

us-modern-consumer-decision-making-journey.pdf.
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Fig. 1. Special discounts for mobile users and loyal consumers (Genius discount) in
Booking.com.

steering on e-commerce web sites based on users’ contextual data was
investigated. The analytical results of the study showed that, based on
users’ contextual data, such as geo-location, browsing history, operating
system choice, etc., price personalisation has been applied to multiple
e-commerce platforms, which can have both positive and negative
effects on consumers’ purchase behaviours. In recent studies, exploring
prediction of early consumers’ purchase decisions has increasingly
grabbed the attention of researchers. For example, Esmeli et al. (2020)
evaluated DM models’ success on early purchase prediction after two
product interactions in a session. Guan et al. (2020) assessed DM model
performance on users’ early purchase prediction using the features
created after they have spent a certain amount of time in a session on
an e-commerce platform. Also, there was a study published (Kim et al.,
2020) that analysed user behaviour in real-time to predict purchase
intention by tracking shopper’s movement in a physical market shop
environment. These early purchase prediction and real-time methods in
the literature require some navigational inputs from the users (product
interaction, movement tracking). However, available contextual fea-
tures that define the newly started session by a user on an e-commerce
platform before any product interaction can also reveal patterns about
users’ purchase intention, but this has yet to be thoroughly investigated.
The aim of the research reported in this paper is to address this
gap by proposing and implementing a framework that enables early
purchase intention prediction. The proposed framework uses only con-
textual factors as input for DM models to predict consumers’ purchase
intentions, with no navigational data being required. Application of
the framework helps in seeking out hidden patterns in the contextual
factors’ data that can be used to provide smart marketing strategies, like
artificial intelligence-based price adjustment, rather than wasting the
offers and company resources. For this research, the following research
questions are posed: (i) Which DM model performs best in determining
consumers’ purchase intentions early? (ii) Which features are the most
important for DM model success regarding early purchase prediction?
(iii) What is the performance difference of DM models in predicting
purchase intention for registered and unregistered consumers?

In order to address these research questions, we have developed a
framework that can predict consumers’ purchase intention before they
browse any item in the session. It consists of three stages, as listed
below.

https://www2.deloitte.com
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/CMO/us-modern-consumer-decision-making-journey.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/CMO/us-modern-consumer-decision-making-journey.pdf
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i Collecting and processing session logs
ii Training data mining models

iii Evaluation of the performance of the data mining models

In this framework, we use the consumers’ contextual factors that are
independent of the browsed products in their current session. Ex-
tensive computational analysis has been conducted to evaluate the
performance of the framework using four real-world datasets. The
contributions of this paper are summarised as follows.

1. We propose a framework that is capable of determining con-
sumers’ purchase intention early by utilising contextual factors
that could enable the provision of personalised content from the
beginning of consumers’ visits to online shops, thus increasing
the possibility of their being converted into buyers.

2. The performance of DM models is investigated using only con-
sumers’ contextual factors.

3. Comparative analysis of the DM models’ performance for regis-
tered and anonymous consumers using four real-world datasets
is presented.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
eviews similar works, whilst Section 3 outlines the research goals and
ection 4 introduces the proposed framework. Section 5 details the
atasets used in this work and Section 6 presents experiments and
esults. Finally, concluding remarks, limitations and future directions
or building on this study are provided in Section 7.

. Literature review

There is an increasing trend in online shopping due to its conve-
ience as it is less time consuming and it provides a wider availability
f products in comparison to physical shops (Duarte et al., 2018;
hen et al., 2020). Even though the popularity of online shopping is
ncreasing, the conversion rate of online visitors to shoppers remains
ery low and increasing it is one of the main aims of online businesses
o as to boost their revenue (Mokryn et al., 2019; Venkatesh & Agarwal,
006). Also, the abundance of online shops means that there is fierce
ompetition for persuading consumers to purchase products from such
latforms (Bag et al., 2019).

.1. Purchase intention prediction

Purchase intention prediction is one way of taking advantage of con-
umers’ behavioural data. Some recent studies have proposed frame-
orks for predicting customers’ purchase intention and investigating

he factors influencing purchase intention (Table 1). The works related
o purchase intention prediction in the literature can be grouped into
hree categories: predicting consumers’ purchase intention using DM
lassification algorithms (Esmeli et al., 2020; Gupta & Pathak, 2014;
im et al., 2003; Martínez et al., 2020; Sakar et al., 2019; Suh et al.,
004; Zhao et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2019), predicting to find which
roduct will be purchased from a list of candidate products (Park et al.,
019; Qiu et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2019) and investigating the factors
hat affect consumers’ purchase intention using survey methods (Hsu
t al., 2017; Kim & Kim, 2004; Popovich & Hamilton, 2020).

The proposed methods using classification algorithms in the lit-
rature have different approaches to predicting consumers’ purchase
ntention. Some studies have been focused on combining multiple
lassifiers to obtain robust prediction results. In Kim et al. (2003),
ndividual classification models were developed and using a majority
oting method the results of the model were combined to achieve
trong prediction results. Zhao et al. (2016) proposed a framework
sing a single classification algorithm to obtain the final prediction
esults, but when they applied a combination of such algorithms the
422

urchase prediction performance was significantly improved. Another
approach is applying classification algorithms after a consumer seg-
mentation phase. Gupta and Pathak (2014) investigated the effect
of giving a dynamic price range for each consumer segment on the
purchase prediction, where first, consumers were segmented based on
their online behaviours and then, for each group a different price
range was assigned. In the final stage, logistic regression was used to
predict whether a customer was likely to purchase the product or not.
In a more recent study, similar to Gupta and Pathak (2014) and Zhu
et al. (2019) implemented a framework, where first, consumers were
segmented into three groups: first-time visitors, ever-visited consumers
and recent-visited consumers. However, in this method only corre-
lation analysis between the purchase behaviour and these segments
was undertaken. Other approaches within the first group involved
implementing frameworks to investigate various perspectives of DM
models on purchase intention prediction. Mokryn et al. (2019) analysed
the effect of product trendiness on the purchase prediction performance
of DM models, where additional features related to product trendiness
were added. Guan et al. (2020) analysed user behaviours in a mega
sales event in China to investigate how to predict users’ purchase
decision. In their research, extensive analysis was conducted to find
out the factors and features that affect DM model performance on
purchase prediction, including early purchase prediction, where they
found that after some observing duration the prediction score increased
remarkably. Sakar et al. (2019) investigated DM model performance
on purchase intention prediction in real-time, where after each episode
of product browsing, the features were updated and a purchase like-
lihood score was gathered. In very recent work, Esmeli et al. (2020)
extended (Sakar et al., 2019) by implementing a framework that is
able to measure how DM models perform on early purchase prediction
(EPP). They proposed an EPP utility scoring function, where the score
depends on the prediction result, the number of clicks until the actual
purchase, if there is one and the closeness of the position of the DM
model prediction to the actual purchase position during a session.

The research in the second group regarding purchase prediction
is more related to predicting the purchase of a specific product. Qiu
et al. (2015) proposed a framework called COREL(CustOmer purchase
pREdiction modeL), which consists of two stages: first, the candidate
items were found using association mining and then, based on the user
preferences on product features, the most likely to be purchased items
were predicted. Later, Zeng et al. (2019) implemented a framework
along the same lines with (Qiu et al., 2015). In the first stage, Col-
laborative Filtering (CF) was applied for retrieving product candidates.
For the second stage, a logistic regression classifier was built to predict
whether there would be a purchase or not.

Works in the last group relate to a purchase prediction focus on
dimensions that have an impact on consumers’ purchase intention using
surveys. In one such study, Kim and Kim (2004) conducted a survey to
analyse the effect of different attributes on consumers’ intention to pur-
chase clothes, jewellery, or accessories and it was found that cost was
perceived to be the most important attribute. Later, Hsu et al. (2017)
investigated the effect of reviews on prospective customer purchase
intention, where it was found that negative reviews have a stronger
influence on purchase intention than positive ones. Recently, Popovich
and Hamilton (2020) showed that having an intermediate choice list
in online shopping (wish list, saved-for-later) decreases purchase intent
for wait-listed products.

According to the above listed groups, our work falls in the first,
for which DM classification models are established by using available
features about the consumers and products. However, the listed works
in this group required navigational data in order to accomplish their
objectives. The difference of our work compared to theirs is that we do
not require this data, which means we can offer purchase prediction as
soon as a user lands on the e-commerce platform without waiting for

any product interaction.
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Table 1
Recent works about purchase prediction and their findings in the literature.

Authors Method Navigational
data

Contextual
factors

Findings

Mokryn et al. (2019) ML algorithms were used
to investigate whether a session
will end with a purchase.

X X Product popularity trends were included as features. Users’
navigational data were used as features in DM models.
Highest AUC score found with Bagging classifier (0.93).

Sakar et al. (2019) Consumers’ real time purchase
prediction while they browse
the products was investigated
using deep learning models.

X X Real-time incremental created features feed the models during
a session, with the highest score being found when the MLP model
was used.

Bag et al. (2019) Analysed consumers’ purchase
intention for durable goods using
their attributes.

X Users’ long term search and real-time behaviours captured on
Amazon, and digital cameras for durable goods were chosen
to be investigated for their attributes for predicting users’
purchase intention. Sensor and demand attributes were
found to be significant features in their analysis using linear
and non-linear methods. The work required long term
users’ search and behaviour data.

Zeng et al. (2019) Machine learning models were
used for users’ purchase prediction
during shopping festivals in China
after user behaviour modelling and
providing recommendations.

X X The paper investigated how the discounts and promotions offered
on a special day influenced the sales of e-commerce websites,
consumers’ online shopping behaviours and the popularity of items
using DM models, including purchase prediction and
recommendation models. After discounts and promotions
activated sales peaked. The work involved using users’
navigational data for feature extraction.

Martínez et al. (2020) Investigated contractors’ purchase
intention for the next month by
using DM models.

X X Various DM models’ performance was investigated for
purchase prediction of contractors for the next month, Gradient
tree boosting was found to be the best performing model, with
89% accuracy and a 95% AUC score. Customer
purchase behaviours in previous months were used for
feature creation.

Guan et al. (2020) Investigated shoppers’ purchase
intention from a mega sales event
using the session logs of an e-commerce
platform in China using DM models.

X X Within 30 s of any browsing session, the best performing DM
model could predict which sessions would result in purchases,
with a high accuracy of 92.4%. The work required navigational
data for feature creation.

Esmeli et al. (2020) Investigated the performance of
DM models regarding early
purchase prediction.

X X Decision Trees performed best in determining early user’
purchase decision in a real-time session. The framework needed
at least two item interactions.

Hwang et al. (2020) DM models were used to
investigate whether the user
returns to the platform
by considering customer feedback
as a sentimental feature.

X X Extracted features from sentimental analysis on predicting
customers’
return led to 83% accuracy using the XGBoost classifier followed
by the Random Forest classifier, with 76% accuracy.
2.2. Limitations of previous works and proposed contributions

Whilst purchase prediction for e-commerce consumers has been
addressed in the literature, most of these works were focused on such
prediction after having interacted with products (Table 1). For instance,
in Mokryn et al. (2019), purchase prediction was made after a session
had ended (consumers’ behavioural logs were included for purchase
intention prediction), whereas real time purchase intention prediction
using consumers’ behavioural logs was utilised by Esmeli et al. (2020)
and Sakar et al. (2019). Whilst purchase prediction has received atten-
tion for a long time in consumer research, studies on how DM models
are successful in determining users’ purchase intention employing only
the contextual factors (device type, browser type, location, etc.) remain
scarce.

Contextual factors may show some correlation with the identifica-
tion of consumers’ purchase intention. This can be used as leverage
to trigger the right price strategy and more personalised content. It
has been proven that personalised offers and content increase user
satisfaction and engagement (Jannach & Jugovac, 2019). Esmeli et al.
(2020) and Sakar et al. (2019) investigated users’ purchase intention in
real time using product interaction, concluding that they needed nav-
igational data to establish DM models. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work that uses only contextual factors as input features
for DM models to investigate purchase prediction in a session, with no
product interaction for registered or anonymous consumers.

3. Proposed context-EPP framework

The design of our novel framework to predict users’ purchase deci-
sions early in new started sessions with contextual features without any
423
navigational data follows the design science research approach (Hevner
et al., 2004) and is guided by the principles of Peffers et al. (2007).
First, we provide the problem definition, followed by the motivation
and explanation of our solution. Then, we present data analysis, the
experimental setup and evaluation results.

3.1. Problem definition

Early prediction of users’ purchase decision can be defined as fol-
lows: A shopper 𝑆 ∈ {𝑠1, 𝑠2,… ...𝑠𝑛} can arrive at an e-commerce
platform without any product interaction 𝑃 ∈ {}. Each shopper 𝑆 can
be represented with features 𝐹𝑠 ∈ {𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓3.......𝑓𝑘} that have specific
values to him/her and hence, there is no need to have any navigational
data for making purchase predictions. The aim of our research is to
use these user features when they have just come to the e-commerce
platform to predict their purchase decision by utilising DM models
𝑀 ∈ {𝑀1,𝑀2...𝑀𝑚} and evaluating these models’ performance on
predicting of users purchase decision early.

𝑀(𝑆, 𝐹𝑠) =

{

1, 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(1)

DM models are trained with a part of the available data, whilst the
remaining part (test data) is used to evaluate the models.

3.2. Motivation and proposed solution

The proposed early purchase prediction framework (Fig. 2) uses
session features that do not need to have item interactions during a
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Fig. 2. Proposed framework for purchase intention prediction for cold start sessions.
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ession. We call these session features contextual factors, examples
f which are the time of the session started, the operating system
he user employs to connect to the e-commerce platform, the browser
nd the device type. The proposed framework focuses on predicting
onsumers’ purchase intention before collecting any navigational data
browsing behaviour, such as the number of browsed items in the
urrent session, the duration of session, etc.). Hence, the proposed
ramework predicts consumers’ purchase intention based on learned
ast session patterns. Purchase prediction can be used for various
urposes, such as discount decisions and recommending more popular
tems. The proposed framework’s implementation is carried out in three
tages. The first stage (1) is the session observation, data pre-processing
nd dataset generation. In the second stage (2), we extract contextual
actors as features, split the dataset to train and test as well as using
he trained dataset to create DM models. The last stage (3) is the
valuation of the created models using the test dataset. These stages are
xplained in the following subsections. The area numbered 4 pertains to
n example using the proposed framework in a real-world case, where a
ew user visits the e-commerce platform without any navigational data.
ased on the prediction outcomes of the DM model, businesses can
pply smart marketing strategies, such as discounts or specific product
ecommendations, that may convert a visitor into a shopper.

.2.1. Stage 1: Data collection, pre-processing and data generation
The datasets used in this research were collected from a UK based

ompany4 that provides a personalised content service to e-commerce
usinesses. Consumer specific fields were encoded in the datasets,
hus ensuring respect for the privacy of the consumers. We used four
atasets collected from four different e-commerce businesses within
he same period (July–November 2019). The datasets consist of session
D, product ID, product details (product name, product price, product
ategory and whether discount is applied) and session specific con-
extual data, including timestamp (the time the session has started),
ocation and session outcome (purchase, non-purchase). Table 2 shows

4 freshrelevance.com.
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Table 2
Overview of the statistics of the datasets.

Dataset Purchase Non-purchase Purchase rate (%)

ds1 4523 875 078 0.517
ds2 28 751 822 491 3.496
ds3 3619 889 216 0.407
ds4 29 152 819 106 3.559

the number of purchase and non-purchase ended sessions along with
the purchase rate of each dataset. Table 2 shows that the purchase
conversion rate from the visits is very low, especially for dataset 𝐷𝑠3.
n Section 4 detailed analysis of the datasets is presented.

.2.2. Stage 2: Feature extraction and model creation
On e-commerce platforms, user behaviour on the system is recorded

n what are called session logs (Esmeli et al., 2020). In these logs, useful
ser behaviour on the sessions is collected, such as the timestamp that
hows when the session started, how many times the user has visited
he platform before, how many purchases the user has made from the
latform, assigned user ID, session ID, currency, location and details of
he operating system used to connect to the platform. The features listed
n Table 3 are extracted from these session logs. Contextual factors
an be day of the month, whether it is the weekend or not, location,
perating system and the device (mobile, PC, Tablet) the user has used
o connect to the platform (Wang et al., 2021). We use these available
ontextual factors in the session logs, which can help in finding hidden
atterns for purchase intention prediction when an e-commerce session
tarts using DM models. We show the extracted features in Table 3.

Two features in Table 3 (number of previous purchases (𝑛𝑝𝑝) and
umber of previous sessions (𝑛𝑝𝑠)) are specific to registered consumers,
ith these features indicating how frequently these consumers visit
r shop on the e-commerce platform. 𝑑𝑜𝑚, 𝑑𝑜𝑤, 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑 and ℎ𝑜𝑑
re the features that show the time related details (Esmeli et al.,
020; Guan et al., 2020; Sakar et al., 2019) when a user visits. All
ime related attributes are in categorical format. 𝑓𝑓 and 𝑜𝑠 show the
latform and operating system specifications related features (Guan

https://www.freshrelevance.com/
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Table 3
Extracted features from session logs.
Feature name Explanation of feature

𝑛𝑝𝑝 Number of previous purchases for a registered customer. This value is 0 for
an unregistered customer.

𝑛𝑝𝑠 Number of previous sessions for a registered customer. This value is 0 for
an unregistered customer.

𝑑𝑜𝑚 Day of month of visit (from the first day to the last day of the month).
𝑑𝑜𝑤 Day of the week of the visit (from the first day to the last day of the week).
ℎ𝑜𝑑 Hour of day of the visit (24-h clock).
𝑓𝑓 Device used for visiting the e-commerce platform (mobile, desktop, tablet).
𝑜𝑠 Operating system used to connect to the e-commerce platform.
𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 Currency used.
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 Latitude of customer’s location.
𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 Longitude value of customer’s location.
𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑 Whether the session is started at the weekend (Boolean; 1 indicates the

session started at the weekend, 0 indicates the session started on a weekday)
Fig. 3. Confusion matrix shows TP, FP, FN and TN.

et al., 2020; Sakar et al., 2019), which are in categorical formats. 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟
is the customer preferred currency, whilst 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 and 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 are
location based features. 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 is the selected currency and in categorical
format, while 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 and 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 values show the user’s approximate
location and these features are in numerical format. We use one-hot
encoding for the categorical features to feed the machine learning
models. It should be noted that, as the purpose of this research is
to investigate how good are DM models at early purchase intention
prediction without any navigational data, the features regarding these
data are not included (e.g. session duration, the number of products
browsed in the current session, price of products browsed in the current
session, etc.). The extracted features may have different importance
levels in identifying whether a session will end with a purchase or not.
Accordingly, a feature importance analysis is conducted using the best
performed DM model in Section 5. Also, a comprehensive statistical
analysis is provided for the features in each dataset in Section 4.

3.2.3. Stage 3: DM model evaluation
The datasets were split to train and test by the following 10 cross-

validation method (Wong, 2017), where the datasets were separated
into 10 blocks. In each iteration, nine blocks are selected for model
creation and the remaining one is used as the test dataset. This iteration
is repeated 10 times for each test, following which the training datasets
are changed. The proposed method is evaluated using state of the art
metrics (Cook & Ramadas, 2020), which are precision, recall and F1,
with the help of the confusion matrix for each dataset (Fig. 3).

Precision pertains to measuring the fraction of relevant instances
(TP) among those retrieved (TP + FP) and is calculated with Eq. (2).

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

(2)

Recall refers to measuring the fraction of the total amount of relevant
instances (TP) that were actually retrieved (TP + FN).

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑃 (3)
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𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
Table 4
Basic statistical analysis for numerical features.

Count Mean Std Min Max

ds1

Latitude 879 519 38.61523 16.18999 −51.7 69.6601
Longitude 879 519 2.193733 87.51875 −159.53 178.0302
npp 879 601 0.022183 0.223315 0 19
nps 879 601 1.730371 5.105451 0 55

ds2

Latitude 851 061 34.08463 14.94291 −54.8 74.1167
Longitude 851 061 −69.9989 59.92415 −171.733 178.4167
npp 851 242 0.174012 0.947886 0 30
nps 851 242 1.971721 5.317787 0 68

ds3

Latitude 892 828 51.31788 5.558204 −51.75 65.6835
Longitude 892 828 −6.80443 26.03249 −159.345 178.4167
npp 892 835 0.068417 0.812072 0 30
nps 892 835 2.533484 5.324343 0 60

ds4

Latitude 848 070 49.81622 7.5929 −53.15 69.967
Longitude 848 070 −1.55376 27.03549 −159.395 178.4167
npp 848 258 0.513984 2.042583 0 30
nps 848 258 4.015401 8.369407 0 60

The F1 score is the harmonic mean of 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 (Eq. (4)).
It is an important evaluation metric for imbalanced datasets (Bader-El-
Den et al., 2018) as it provides a more objective evaluation score for
the DM model by taking this harmonic mean into account.

𝐹1 = 2 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

(4)

4. Dataset analysis

Analysis of the features is important to have a statistical overview
of the datasets. In this section, we show the basic statistical analysis of
the features and their distributions in the figures.

4.1. Statistical analysis of features

In Table 4, an overview of the statistics of each dataset for the
numerical features is provided. This analysis shows that there are
missing features in the datasets. For categorical features, we use charts
to outline their frequency distributions. The session logs with missing
features are removed from datasets in the pre-processing step. Also,
one-hot encoding is used for categorical features to enable them to be
used in DM models.

In Fig. 4, the hour-consumer interaction frequency with the e-
commerce platforms is shown for each dataset. 𝑑𝑠2 shows a very
different trend regarding hour-based interaction, while datasets ds3
and ds4 have a similar trend, showing a peak number of consumer
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Fig. 4. Frequency of consumer interactions with the platforms by hour for each dataset.
Fig. 5. Used device type distribution for each dataset.
interactions around 8:00pm. This feature may also reveal important
patterns regarding users’ purchase behaviour. For example, users of
platform 3 (ds3) are very quiet after 12:00 am until 6:00 am, then the
platform starts getting visits. On the other hand, users on e-commerce
platform 2 (ds2) are very active between 12:00 am and 6:00 am and
less so between 07:00 am and 12:00 pm.

We identified the device types used to connect to the e-commerce
platforms (Fig. 5) and it can be seen that for all the datasets, mobile
devices are the most common way to do so, with tablet devices being
much less utilised, except for dataset ds4. In dataset ds4, the PC is used
by users more than mobile devices.

Fig. 6 shows the top four most frequently used operating systems
(OS) for connecting to e-commerce platforms. It can be observed that
the most popular one is IOS, while Windows 7 is the least so. This figure
shows that for all e-commerce datasets analysed in this research, mobile
based OS are most popular for shopping online. For dataset ds4, whilst
PC devices are mostly used, according to Fig. 5, when the top four
used OS are individually investigated, it is found that this dataset also
follows a similar trend to the others in terms of OS usage. However, for
ds4 the number of Windows 10 and 7 users is more than for the other
datasets (Table 5).

The OS has been found to be an important factor for e-commerce
platforms in terms of price adjustment. By way of explanation, in 2014,
the Washington Post (Wilson, 2014) reported that in 2010 that Amazon
charged IOS and MAC operating system (Apple phones, PC and tablets)
users more for the same product than for other operating systems,
thus suggesting their personalisation algorithm had inbuilt the notion
that paying a higher price could be affordable for users of this group
of devices. In their article, they mentioned how they also tested a
hotel booking platform with different fake accounts and got different
prices for the same service according to the device used. Subsequently,
this price discrimination and steering in e-commerce were debated for
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their negative and positive aspects regarding consumer perceptions on
equality in the literature (Hannak et al., 2014).

Also, we show in Fig. 7 the distribution of user e-commerce platform
interactions by the day of the week. Each website shows a broad
spread across the days when consumers were most active. For example,
Monday and Saturday are the most active days for dataset ds1, while
e-commerce platform 3 (ds3) attracted more visitors on Wednesday.
Users of e-commerce platform 4 (ds4) are less active on Tuesday
and Friday, whereas Thursday is the most active day for e-commerce
platform 2 (ds2).

Fig. 8 shows the top five currencies appearing in the datasets.
The majority of the customers use GBP, whilst EUR and USD are the
second and third most used currencies for shopping, respectively. Other
currencies appearing in the datasets are CAD, KRW, HKD and AED.

5. Experiments and results

5.1. Experimental design

Early prediction signal from a DM model could contribute to im-
proving automated personalised strategies on an e-commerce platform.
For example, having a prediction regarding users’ purchase intention
when they first land on the e-commerce platform can help triggering an
offer on the product that the user has started looking at, which could
convince the customer in making a purchase decision.

In the experiments, the aim was to investigate how good are DM
models at early purchase prediction of customers when they have
just landed on the website, without any item interaction. Hence, the
features used in these models for identifying users’ purchase intention
have no access to navigational data.

The experiments have been grouped into two different categories
(see Fig. 9). In the first, the aim was to evaluate the performance of DM
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Table 5
OS distribution analysis in the datasets.
ds1 ds2 ds3 ds4

iOS 475 057 iOS 370 670 iOS 431 394 iOS 210 895
Windows 10 106 667 Android 217 499 Android 228 532 Android 195 786
Android 97 126 Windows 10 103 470 Windows 10 109 707 Windows 10 163 579
Other 77 735 Mac OS X 96 197 Mac OS X 57 929 Windows 7 87 893
Windows 7 58 595 Windows 7 28 607 Other 24 025 Mac OS X 83 075
Mac OS X 47 493 Chrome OS 8002 Windows 7 22 115 Windows 8.1 54 067
Windows 4888 Windows 7682 Windows 8.1 5613 Other 19 764
Windows 8.1 3073 Windows 8.1 6435 Chrome OS 3718 Linux 19 723
Linux 2446 Other 2483 Windows 1976 Windows 6065
Chrome OS 658 Ubuntu 2409 Linux 864 Chrome OS 1609
Windows 8 343 Linux 2189 Windows Vista 765 Windows XP 874
Windows XP 272 Windows 8 560 Windows 8 523 Ubuntu 748
Ubuntu 202 Windows XP 500 Windows XP 443 Windows Vista 559
Windows Vista 161 Windows Vista 401 Ubuntu 339 Windows 8 484
FreeBSD 16 Windows Phone 20 Fedora 58 Windows Phone 153
Fedora 10 BlackBerry OS 17 Windows Phone 54 Fedora 83
BlackBerry OS 6 Fedora 16 BlackBerry OS 3 BlackBerry OS 23
Fig. 6. Distribution of OS used to connect to the e-commerce platform for the datasets.
Fig. 7. Distribution of user interactions with the e-commerce platform by day of the week (dow) for each dataset; 1 indicates Monday and 7, Sunday.
models on the datasets for registered consumer features. While in the
second group, we evaluated the DM models on datasets that consisted
of unregistered consumer features. The main difference between these
groups is regarding the number of features for DM model creation.
Specifically, as unregistered consumers did not have the number of
previous purchases in the past sessions, this feature is absent in the
datasets that consist of such consumers. Therefore, in the datasets for
this group of experiments the features ‘‘number of previous purchases
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in the past sessions(npp)’’ and ‘‘number of previous sessions (nps)’’ are
not utilised.

The original datasets are highly imbalanced in that most of the
sessions ended without a purchase (Table 2). Hence, having more
balanced data may improve DM models in terms of identifying learning
patterns more precisely. Accordingly, for each experiment category,
in order to see the effect of imbalanced distribution of classes on
the DM models’ performance two different results were analysed: the
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Fig. 8. Distribution of top 5 currency types in all datasets; GBP (Pound Sterling), USD
United States Dollar), EUR (Euro), JPY (Japanese Yen) and AUD (Australian Dollar).

Table 6
Statistics regarding before–after processing and before–after SMOTE was applied to the
datasets.

Datasets Before processing After processing

Total interactions

ds1 879 601 834 098
ds2 851 242 714 240
ds3 892 835 721 482
ds4 848 258 723 258

Dataset before SMOTE applied

Train dataset size Test dataset size

ds1 750 688 83 410
ds2 634 880 79 360
ds3 641 317 80 165
ds4 642 896 80 362

Dataset after SMOTE applied

Train dataset size Test dataset size

ds1 1 493 208 83 410
ds2 1 376 918 79 360
ds3 1 436 498 80 165
ds4 1 394 078 80 362

original dataset without any re-sampling method was used for DM
model creation and the re-sampled dataset method, SMOTE (Synthetic
Minority Oversampling Technique) (Bader-El-Den et al., 2018), was
applied to train datasets. We provide datasets size before and after the
re-sampling method was applied in Table 6.

In order to evaluate the performance of the DM models on purchase
prediction when a session starts, we employed four state-of-the-art
models, including a deep learning based one, these being:

1. Random Forest (RF): An ensemble learning based data mining
technique that classifies data by establishing multiple decision
trees and determining the target class (Breiman, 2001).

2. Decision Tree (DT): A data mining technique that uses input
features to build decision rules to predict the value of the target
data based on its features (Safavian & Landgrebe, 1991).

3. Bagging: An ensemble estimator that fits the base classifiers
(default DT) to random subsets of the original dataset and
then aggregates their individual predictions to obtain a final
one (Breiman, 1996).

4. Deep Neural Network (DNN): Is a class of models aimed at
hierarchically learning the deep features of the input data with
deep neural networks, usually deeper than three layers (Chen
et al., 2014; Schmidhuber, 2015).

The Sklearn library (Version 0.21.2) in Python (Version 3.7.3) was
sed for the RF, DT and Bagging models. The parameters for these
odels were kept as default, as shown in their definitions (Buitinck

t al., 2013). For the DNN model, we built this on four hidden layers
ith different dimensions and a learning rate (LR = 0.01) (Fig. 10).
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Table 7
Parameters used in the models: RF, DT and Bagging.

Parameter name Random forest Decision trees Bagging

Base estimator DT classifier X DT classifier
Number of estimators 10 x 10
Criterion Gini Gini X
max. depth None None X
min. samples split 2 2 x
min. samples leaf 1 1 x
min. weight fraction leaf 0 0 x
max. features Auto None 1
max. leaf nodes None None x
min. impurity decrease 0 0 x
min. impurity split x 0 x
Bootstrap True x True
Oob score False x False
Jobs None x None
Random state 1 1 1
Verbose 0 x 0
Warm start False x False
Class weight None None None
Ccp alpha None None None
max. samples None x 1
Splitter x Best x

Table 8
DNN model parameters.

Parameter name DNN

Hidden layers 4
Hidden units [64,32,16,8]
Number of classes 2
Optimiser Adagrad optimiser
Activation function for hidden layers Relu
Dropout 0.1
Learning rate 0.01
Weight column None
Epochs 20
verbose 1
batch size 32
Activation function for output layer Softmax
Workers 1

The Keras (Version 2.2.4) and TensorFlow (Version 1.14.0) libraries in
Python were used to implement this particular model.

Also, the parameters for these models are provided in Tables 7 and
8.

5.2. Results

In this subsection, we report the experimental analysis under two
sub-categories. In the first part we provide the DM models’ early
purchase prediction performance, with the only available contextual
factors when a session starts. These could be time related factors, the
operating system that the platform user is using to connect to the e-
commerce website, location (latitude, longitude) and the currency, as
described in Section 3.2.2. In the second part, we analyse the effect of
multiple consumer visits and purchases on early purchase prediction
by adding revisiting based features (𝑛𝑝𝑝, 𝑛𝑝𝑠), which also does not re-
uire navigational data. The term ‘‘early purchase intention prediction
f consumers’’ has been used for the purpose of giving predictions
bout users’ purchase intention, with available features that do not
equire any navigational data. Thus, the DM models can give session
utcome prediction as soon as a shopper lands on the website. The early
redicted outcome and actual session outcome after the session has
nded are compared. Higher scores of recall, precision and F1 indicate
etter performance of a DM model in identifying the correct purchase
ntention prediction of the consumer. Moreover, lower numbers in FN
nd FP and higher numbers in TN and TP for the confusion matrix
Table 9) reveal a better DM model. For example, a user visits an e-
ommerce website by typing in its URL address, where he/she has not
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Fig. 9. The methodology followed for the experiments.
Fig. 10. Proposed DNN model with hidden layers (ℎ𝑛=4).
clicked any product yet. In this case, he/she does not have navigational
data yet, but will have the contextual features mentioned in Section 4.
A DM model will use these features to predict whether there will be a
purchase or not in the session.

5.2.1. Using unregistered consumers’ features
In this experimental group, we evaluated DM models’ performance

in early purchase prediction in newly started sessions without users’
loyalty related features (𝑛𝑝𝑝, 𝑛𝑝𝑠). When we discard these features the
dataset will have eight remaining (Table 3), which define the context
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that the shopper is in and are considered as contextual factors (Wang
et al., 2021) that can have an impact on the purchase decision. Accord-
ingly, DM models are trained to find the hidden patterns that can lead
to predicting users’ purchase decisions correctly in the session by using
these features.

In Table 11, we report the DM models’ confusion matrices. Accord-
ing to the results, the DNN model suffers from an imbalanced dataset
when the SMOTE method is not applied, for it failed to predict early
positive purchases in the session for datasets ds1, ds2, and ds3 (TP
= 0), whilst when the re-sampling method is applied, this model can
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Table 9
Confusion matrix in the context of early purchase prediction.
DM model prediction cases Evaluation

If the model predicts there will not be a purchase in the session
and there is none

TN: Model predicted early successfully
that the user would not buy during the session

If the model predicts there will not be a purchase in the session
and there is one

FN: Model failed in early prediction of
the user’s positive purchase action

If the model predicts there will be purchase in the session
and there is one

TP: Model correctly predicted early
users’ positive purchase action

If the model predicts there will be a purchase in the session
and there is none

FP: Model incorrectly predicted early
users’ non-purchase
Table 10
Recall, Precision and F1 scores of DM models on datasets with different settings.
Feature Group Dataset DNN RF Bagging DT

Recall Precision F1 score Recall Precision F1 score Recall Precision F1 score Recall Precision F1 score

Unregistered users

ds1 – – – 0.718 0.950 0.818 0.653 0.891 0.754 0.713 0.679 0.696
ds1+ 0.536 0.034 0.065 0.744 0.857 0.797 0.698 0.702 0.700 0.747 0.586 0.657
ds2 – – – 0.857 0.955 0.903 0.819 0.941 0.876 0.857 0.769 0.811
ds2+ 0.205 0.103 0.137 0.868 0.924 0.895 0.835 0.877 0.856 0.870 0.734 0.796
ds3 – – – 0.814 0.954 0.879 0.777 0.897 0.833 0.814 0.764 0.788
ds3+ 0.691 0.019 0.037 0.846 0.743 0.791 0.827 0.658 0.733 0.840 0.578 0.685
ds4 0.204 0.431 0.277 0.724 0.944 0.820 0.694 0.901 0.784 0.733 0.708 0.720
ds4+ 0.211 0.881 0.341 0.772 0.672 0.719 0.755 0.637 0.691 0.785 0.537 0.638

Registered users

ds1 0.511 0.958 0.667 0.864 0.985 0.921 0.902 0.935 0.919 0.907 0.901 0.904
ds1+ 0.989 0.477 0.644 0.878 0.952 0.913 0.898 0.912 0.905 0.907 0.889 0.898
ds2 0.469 0.841 0.602 0.943 0.969 0.956 0.939 0.952 0.945 0.950 0.919 0.934
ds2+ 0.988 0.480 0.647 0.943 0.959 0.951 0.945 0.936 0.941 0.948 0.915 0.931
ds3 – – – 0.869 0.994 0.927 0.864 0.957 0.908 0.887 0.869 0.878
ds3+ 1.000 0.238 0.385 0.869 0.957 0.911 0.866 0.876 0.871 0.890 0.844 0.866
ds4 0.370 0.898 0.524 0.860 0.964 0.909 0.855 0.931 0.891 0.881 0.852 0.866
ds4+ 0.951 0.354 0.516 0.873 0.934 0.903 0.873 0.902 0.887 0.889 0.838 0.863
Table 11
Confusion matrices of DM models on datasets with different settings.
User Group Dataset DNN RF Bagging DT

TN FP FN TP TN FP FN TP TN FP FN TP TN FP FN TP

Unregistered

ds1 82 960 0 450 0 82 943 17 127 323 82 924 36 156 294 82 808 152 129 321
ds1+ 76 201 6759 209 241 82 904 56 115 335 82 827 133 136 314 82 723 237 114 336
ds2 76 492 0 2868 0 76 375 117 410 2458 76 344 148 519 2349 75 755 737 410 2458
ds2+ 71 379 5113 2279 589 76 287 205 378 2490 76 156 336 473 2395 75 588 904 373 2495
ds3 79 783 0 382 0 79 768 15 71 311 79 749 34 85 297 79 687 96 71 311
ds3+ 65 988 13 795 118 264 79 671 112 59 323 79 619 164 66 316 79 549 234 61 321
ds4 77 379 3 2371 609 77 255 127 823 2157 77 155 227 912 2068 76 483 899 797 2183
ds4+ 77 321 61 2350 630 76 260 1122 678 2302 76 102 1280 730 2250 75 368 2014 642 2338

Registered

ds1 82 950 10 220 230 82 954 6 61 389 82 932 28 44 406 82 915 45 42 408
ds1+ 82 473 487 5 445 82 940 20 55 395 82 921 39 46 404 82 909 51 42 408
ds2 76 238 254 1524 1344 76 405 87 163 2705 76 355 137 174 2694 76 251 241 144 2724
ds2+ 73 427 3065 34 2834 76 376 116 163 2705 76 307 185 157 2711 76 241 251 149 2719
ds3 79 783 0 382 0 79 781 2 50 332 79 768 15 52 330 79 732 51 43 339
ds3+ 78 563 1220 0 382 79 768 15 50 332 79 736 47 51 331 79 720 63 42 340
ds4 77 257 125 1878 1102 77 287 95 418 2562 77 192 190 433 2547 76 927 455 356 2624
ds4+ 72 221 5161 146 2834 77 199 183 377 2603 77 098 284 377 2603 76 871 511 332 2648
predict early positive purchase decisions to some extent as the trained
dataset has a more balanced class distribution. RF is the best performing
model in the early identification of positive purchase decisions of
consumers in the sessions, with Bagging and DT being the next most
effective, respectively. We also analysed the DM models’ performance
with F1, Recall and Precision scores, as shown in Table 10. Based on our
analysis, RF showed superiority for these scores for all the datasets in
both original and re-sampling applied settings. Highest precision and
F1 scores are observed in dataset ds2 (ds2 original), with 85.7% and
90.3%, respectively, whilst the highest recall score is observed for the
ds2 re-sampled dataset (ds2+), with 86.8%.

5.2.2. Using registered consumers’ features
In this experiment type, we added two loyalty related features

while training the models. These features keep information about users’
previous purchases (𝑛𝑝𝑠) from the e-commerce platform, and previous
visits (𝑛𝑝𝑠). The motivation of this experimental group is to investigate
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DM models’ performance on predicting early users’ purchase decision
in newly started sessions when loyalty features are integrated into
the DM model training. In Table 9, the confusion matrix is presented,
and Table 10 shows the Recall, Precision and F1 scores of the models
when the registered users’ features are used. For ds1, when the SMOTE
re-sampling method is applied to the datasets, DNN classifier can
determine early consumer positive purchase decision (TP) better than
others. That is this classifier predicted 445 out of 450 positive purchase
ended sessions in the test dataset, whilst DT came second with 408
out of 450 correct positive responses. The DNN wrongly classified 487
sessions as positive purchases, when actually they were non-purchase,
while RF classified only 20 sessions wrongly as purchase ones, when
in reality they were non-purchase ones. These numbers are reflected
in the Recall, Precision and F1 scores as well. For instance, RF has
the highest F1 score on dataset ds1 +, while DNN has lowest, with
91.3% and 64.4%, respectively. Similar trends for the SMOTE applied
datasets are observed in the other datasets. However, even though
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Table 12
Feature importance rank for predicting users’ purchase decision early in the datasets.
ds1 ds2 ds3 ds4

npp 71.64% npp 77.08% npp 59.79% npp 60.08%
Longitude 4.57% nps 5.38% nps 11.56% Longitude 7.83%
nps 4.13% Longitude 4.52% ff_pc 8.33% nps 6.96%
Latitude 4.10% Latitude 3.41% ff_mobile 3.35% Latitude 5.78%
curr_USD 1.57% os_Other 0.46% Latitude 3.16% os_Other 3.94%
curr_GBP 1.17% ff_pc 0.38% Longitude 3.07% os_Windows 8.1 1.14%
os_Other 0.95% ff_mobile 0.26% os_Android 1.05% os_Android 0.52%
ff_mobile 0.77% hod_16 0.25% os_Windows 10 0.53% ff_mobile 0.48%
curr_JPY 0.70% os_iOS 0.21% os_iOS 0.37% os_iOS 0.37%
os_Mac OS X 0.65% hod_18 0.20% hod_19 0.33% hod_2 0.32%
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applying the SMOTE re-sampling method helps in identifying more pos-
itive purchase sessions (TP) correctly, the number of wrong purchase
classified sessions (FP) also shows an increasing trend. Hence, overall,
the DM models’ performances do not show an improvement when the
SMOTE method is applied, except for the DNN model on dataset ds3 in
terms of Recall, Precision and F1 metrics, where the highest F1 score is
observed for ds1, with 95.6% when using RF model. In general, the
experimental results show a significant improvement in determining
early users’ purchase intention when loyalty related features are used
in addition to the base contextual features. For example, the highest
F1 score in unregistered features experiments was found 81.8% using
RF for dataset ds1, while when the loyalty features were added, the
F1 score increased to 92.1% with the same dataset. The scores indicate
that contextual factors, such as time, operating system, location etc.,
are powerful indicators for predicting early users’ purchase decision
even before they click onto any product on the e-commerce platform.
These features were all available before a user browsed a product on
the e-commerce platforms tested in this study and thus, there is no
need to have any navigational data. The experiments confirm that using
contextual features could help in predicting users’ purchase decision
early and accordingly, marketing strategies, like discounts, offers, etc.,
can be triggered.

5.2.3. Feature importance analysis
Feature importance analysis can give an insight into the features and

their contribution level to identify whether there will be purchase or
not in newly started sessions. This analysis can be conducted by using
machine learning classifiers (Dou, 2020; Esmeli et al., 2020; Guan et al.,
2020). In this research, feature importance analysis was conducted us-
ing the RF model, as we found from the experimental analysis that it is
the best performing model in consumers’ purchase intention prediction,
when registered users feature settings are employed for training the
model. We present the ranked top 10 important features to identify the
outcome of the session for each dataset in the table below alongside
its score. It should be noted that, in order to calculate the ranked
feature list, we executed the RF algorithm 10 times on each dataset
and averaged the calculated importance score for the features.

In the table, it can be seen that each dataset has its own charac-
teristics in terms of feature importance. However, 𝑛𝑝𝑝 and 𝑛𝑝𝑠 are the
top two features that are found to be the most important for classifying
whether a session outcome is purchase or non purchase across most of
the datasets. It is important to mention that in this study navigational
features were not used and the presented features in the table do not
require any such information. It can be concluded that loyalty related
features are good indicators for predicting session outcomes for newly
started sessions in e-commerce. Hence, more behavioural information
regarding consumers’ past visits and purchases contributes to more
accurate prediction when they visit e-commerce sites, even if they do
not browse any product during that session.
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5.2.4. Summary of the results
In the experiments, we investigated the success rate of DM models’

success in identifying the early purchase decision identification of
consumers engaging in e-commerce platforms when navigational data
is missing. When this is the case, only contextual features are left, with
a new session in e-commerce being defined with these features. The
experimental results have shown that the DM models perform well in
identifying consumers’ purchase decisions even though the navigational
data is absent. This is particularly so when loyalty related features are
used (𝑛𝑝𝑝, 𝑛𝑝𝑠), with the DM models showing a significant improvement
in performance. The salience of these features is listed in the feature
importance table (Table 12). In particular, 𝑛𝑝𝑝 was found to be a key
eature that helps to identify the purchase outcome of the session
arly. 𝑛𝑝𝑠, which refers to the number of previous visits to the e-
ommerce website, was found to be the second most important feature
n ds3 and ds4, whilst it emerged as being the third most important in
s1 in terms of identifying session outcomes early. Moreover, location
elated features are listed in the top four most important ones, which
ould appear to reveal a significant property in the datasets regarding

heir purchase decision when visiting e-commerce platforms. Another
nteresting result from the feature importance rank table, is that device
ypes appear in the top 10 important features for all the datasets. The
esults have shown that RF is the best performing model for early
urchase intention prediction in newly started sessions in both feature
roups (Tables 10 and 11). Moreover, when loyalty-based features are
dded the performance scores are improved significantly in all the DM
odels. The lowest score is observed for the DNN model. Regarding
hich, the experimental results have shown that this model is more

esponsive to imbalanced data and input features for early purchase
ntention prediction.

. Discussion

In this research, we have demonstrated the performance of DM mod-
ls regarding early prediction of consumers’ purchase intention (before
hey start browsing products on e-commerce platforms) using four real-
orld datasets. Additionally, we have analysed the performance of

he DM models when using features for registered and unregistered
onsumers. We list our findings that address the research questions
osed in Section 1 of this paper, these being: (i) Which DM model
erforms best in determining consumers’ purchase intentions early? (ii)
hich features are more important to DM models’ success regarding

urchase prediction? (iii) What is the performance difference between
he DM models when predicting purchase intention for registered and
nregistered consumers? The findings regarding these questions are
iscussed below.

.1. Findings

i We have found from the experimental results that RF is the
best DM model for all the datasets for predicting purchase
intention early (Table 10), with about 86% and 94% F1 scores
for unregistered and registered consumer features, respectively.
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(

However, DT is the best model for correctly predicting positive
purchase intention (TP) for each original dataset (SMOTE is not
applied) in all user groups. On the other hand, when SMOTE is
applied, DNN is the most effective DM model for predicting, cor-
rectly, positive purchase intention (TP) for registered consumers
(Table 11).

ii We conducted feature importance analysis for each dataset (Ta-
ble 12) using the RF model under the registered users feature
group experimental settings. This analysis reveals which feature
has more significant information to identify whether the session
will end with a purchase or not. We ranked and listed top 10
features based on their importance level to identify the early
users’ purchase decision for each dataset in Table 12. Features
like previous purchases (𝑛𝑝𝑝) from the platform, previous visits
(𝑛𝑝𝑠) to the platform, users’ location (longitude and latitude),
platform type used to connect to the e-commerce website (𝑓𝑓 )
(mobile or PC), operating system (𝑜𝑠) of the user’s platform to
connect to the e-commerce platform (ios, windows and android
types) and hour of the day the user session started (ℎ𝑜𝑑) in
some datasets are listed in the top 10 important features. For
each dataset, 𝑛𝑝𝑝 was found to be the most important feature
for determining users’ purchase action early.

iii Based on the experimental results (Tables 10 and 11), we found
that all the DM models provide better results for registered
consumers in terms of the Recall, Precision and F1 scores as
well as correctly predicting positive purchase intention (TP). In
particular, the models show significant improvement in terms
of TP, when the datasets for registered consumers are used. For
example, RF gives an 81.8% F1 score when the unregistered
user feature group is used, while its performance increases to
92.1% when loyalty related features are employed in datasets.
This could be a consequence of using more features associated
with users’ past behaviours.

6.2. Contributions

Despite the fact that there are studies addressing consumers’ pur-
chase intention prediction in the literature (Bag et al., 2019; Martínez
et al., 2020; Mokryn et al., 2019; Sakar et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2019),
these works require navigational data (item interaction) during the
session in order to predict users’ purchase intention. Early prediction of
consumers’ purchase intention could improve the provision of person-
alised content and aid early pricing strategy. When they start to browse
products, guiding smart discounts on them based on predicted purchase
intention using our proposed method may convince the consumer to
buy one of the products they are interested in. In this regard, our
contributions are twofold:

1. We investigated the performance of DM models in early purchase
prediction using only consumers’ contextual factors,

2. We analysed the performance of the DM models when using
features of registered and unregistered user types. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work that has involved in-
vestigating early purchase prediction using only contextual fac-
tors without requiring any navigational data and evaluating the
performance of DM models using registered and unregistered
consumer behavioural data.

6.2.1. Theoretical implications
Our research has several implications for researchers. User be-

haviour analysis for identifying consumers’ purchase intention has been
widely studied in the literature. However, these studies were mostly
focused on DM model performance after sessions have ended (Martínez
et al., 2020; Mokryn et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2019) or the real
time purchase intention prediction performance of such models (Esmeli
432

et al., 2020; Guan et al., 2020; Sakar et al., 2019). For this study, we
have extended previous approaches (Esmeli et al., 2020; Guan et al.,
2020; Sakar et al., 2019) by developing a framework to investigate
how successful DM models are in determining early purchase intention
on users’ arrival at the e-commerce platform. These previous studies
require navigational data in order to create a prediction about users’
purchase action in the session, i.e. the user needs to start browsing at
least a few items. Our research contributes to the body of knowledge by
developing a Context-EPP Framework that uses only contextual features
that are available when the session is started and does not need any
navigational data.

This research also contributes to digital marketing literature by
investigating the importance level of contextual features as well as
those regarding the number of previous sessions (𝑛𝑝𝑠) and purchases
𝑛𝑝𝑝) of users. The remarkable performance of the DM models has

been enabled due to using contextual features that are available for
both registered and unregistered consumers. In particular, registered
consumers’ previous visit(s) and purchase features (loyalty related
features) in addition to contextual factors have been found to improve
the performance of DM models significantly. This confirms that these
models can predict more accurately the purchase intentions when users’
number of previous sessions (𝑛𝑝𝑠) and purchases(𝑛𝑝𝑝) details are known
as soon as they access the e-commerce platform, i.e. prior to any
product interaction. In sum, users’ 𝑛𝑝𝑠 and 𝑛𝑝𝑝 information leads to
more predictable early purchase intention for consumers and better
accuracy regarding DM model performance.

6.2.2. Practical implications
Following the above discussion, this research also has some prac-

tical implications for marketers. Since personalised recommendations,
advertising and offers have been proven to increase revenue for busi-
nesses (Jannach & Jugovac, 2019), the developed framework could
greatly benefit digital marketing practitioners when devising person-
alised pricing strategies and product recommendations. Different price
strategies aimed at specific users based on available data have already
been applied. For example, customer prioritisation based on potential
customer profitability and showing different prices and offers depend-
ing on customer location and the technology the user has used is
already in service (Libai et al., 2020). In this regard, integrating our
framework into e-commerce platforms could facilitate identifying a
potential buyer right at the start of their visit in a smarter way with
the help of DM models. If the prediction is no-purchase for the visitor,
then special offers on the price could be applied, with the aim of
converting him/her into a buyer. Moreover, attractive and popular
products with special offers could be pushed as recommendations in
the case of a negative purchase prediction signal from the DM model
when the session starts. As a result, applying the framework could help
to boost the revenue of businesses.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a framework that can predict early
purchase intention when a new session starts. Key features have been
extracted in order to train DM models. Also, we conducted feature im-
portance analysis to ascertain which are the most salient when seeking
to identify consumers’ purchase intention. We found that information
regarding the number of users’ previous purchases and visits hold
important patterns for determining early users’ purchase decision in the
newly started session. We investigated the performance of DM models
for features of registered and unregistered consumers. Furthermore, we
applied the SMOTE re-sampling method on datasets to reduce the effect
of class imbalanced data on the DM models. For each dataset type, the
performance of the DM models was reported. Experimental results have
shown that the DM models performed better for features of registered
consumers than for unregistered consumers. Specifically, we found that
RF performed best for all the datasets. This consistency for RF could
prove useful when deploying our framework to real world e-commerce
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platforms in order to develop effective smart pricing strategies and
product recommendations. This work has several limitations. First, we
applied only the SMOTE method for resampling to address the class
imbalanced problem and other resampling methods could be applied
(e.g. under-sampling). Second, for registered consumers in our datasets,
only two additional features were available in addition to those for
unregistered consumers. Our results show a significant performance
improvement with just two features for registered users than for unreg-
istered ones. Clearly, if further features were identified for the former
type of user, then the predictive power of such DM models could be
further improved. Several avenues for future research could be pursued
building upon our work. For instance, the proposed framework could be
integrated into recommendation systems. Also, consumers’ behavioural
changes after incorporating our framework into e-commerce platforms
could be analysed to investigate its effectiveness in real-world cases.
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